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“Neuroinflammation plays an increasingly appreciated role in psychiatric disorders.
SARS-CoV-2  is  neuroinvasive  and  neuroinflammatory.   ~Alper,  2020,
emphasis  added

“We report that both viral RNA and/or Spike protein remain in circulation long after
acute infection (more than one-year post-infection in some cases) and this persistent
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circulation  of  viral  components  is  associated  with  PASC [AKA Long  COVID].”  
~Craddock et al., 2022

“Emerging evidence suggests mast cell activation or a dysfunctional response play a
role  in  COVID-19  via  the  release  of  multiple  pro-inflammatory  cytokines  and
prothrombotic mediators, especially since mast cells are stimulated by viruses.
The result is inflammation around brain blood vessels that may generate a
vicious  cycle  or  autoimmune  loop  of  neuroimmune  processes  casing  L-
COVID [Long COVID].”   ~Theoharides and Conti, 2021, emphasis added)

I’ve heard great things about famotidine.  I’ve heard it can reduce both the disease
severity and the death rate in COVID-19 (Freedburg et al., 2020; Janowitz et al.,
2020).  I’ve also heard it can help relieve the symptoms of Long COVID-19 (Alper,
2020; Glynne at al., 2022).  If all this is new to you, then perhaps you should keep
reading.

The symptoms of Long COVID are often neurological symptoms—brain fog, fatigue,
confusion, depression, and the list could go on and on.  Now why would that be? 
The infection is over, or so we are told.  But there is a problem that remains.  The
body parts of the virus, particularly the spike protein, are still around (raddock et
al.,  2022; Kell et al.,  2022l Swank et al.,  2022).  Indeed, the detection of spike
protein has been identified as long as 15 months post infection, found within a
circulating immune cell called the monocyte (Kell et al., 2022)  They must be picking
them up from somewhere!  And likely, the persistence of spike protein provokes a
continual stimulation of immune cells, including a particular cell positioned within
the brain called the mast cell (Lam et al., 2021; Theoharides and Conti, 2022). 
Important  to  our  conversation,  upon  stimulation,  one  of  the  pro-inflammatory
chemicals released by the mast cell is histamine (Lam et al., 2021), making the
mast cell and histamine management therapeutic targets in Long COVID.  Indeed,
the symptoms of Long COVID closely resemble another condition called Mast Cell
Activation Syndrome (MCAS) (Lam et al., 2021; Theoharides, 2022; Batiha et al.,
2022), strongly suggesting that what is good for MCAS is also good for Long COVID.

Clearly identified, is the persistence of spike protein long after the acute COVID-19
illness subsides (Craddock et al., 2022; Kell et al., 2022l Swank et al., 2022).  That



is, after the battle against the virus has ended (following the acute infection), a
highly immunostimulatory part of virus, the spike protein, is left behind, and in great
numbers—circulating,  challenging,  and  capable  of  evoking  pro-inflammatory
responses, even in the brain (Theoharides et al., 2021).  If there is one thing we
know for certain, neuroinflammation can wreak havoc with brain function (Skaper et
al., 2017).  So just possibly, if we can reduce neuroinflammation, we can make some
headway (carefully chosen word) in the battle against Long COVID.

One thing to place under consideration, is our bodies response to viral invasion.  As
it turns out, the SARS-CoV-2 virus spike protein evokes aberrant clotting–an effort to
wall off and isolate the virus, even a portion of the virus (spike protein), with the
platelet playing a central role (Kell et al., 2022).  Another interesting thing the body
does, is to flood the zone with chemical mediators.  And apparently, the mast cell
does a very good job of this.  Obviously, it has something purposeful in mind.  But,
although well-meaning, not every response is a good thing, and the mast cell can
overrespond  and  be  a  driver  of  a  variety  of  neuroinflammatory  symptoms
(Theoharides,  2022).   Blocking or stabilizing the receptors designed to respond
histamine, limiting histamine’s ability to drive inflammatory responses, has been
shown to reduce inflammation, particularly in the brain.  Let’s see how this all plays
out in the following case report.

 

Case report: Robert

Robert  (a  pseudonym)  is  an  18-year-old  individual  who  contracted  COVID  in
February of  2020.   Apparently,  before his  illness,  he was in  good health,  both
mentally  and  physically,  and  without  a  history  of  drug  abuse  or  a  history  of
psychiatric issues.  Instead of taking Robert’s life, COVID was satisfied with taking
away the person Robert used to be.

Robert’s brush with death (contracting COVID-19) was really not all that much to
brag about—a week of fatigue and 3 weeks of coughing, considered to be seasonal
allergies or simply just a cold.  Not bad for contracting a deadly disease.  Because
COVID-19 was new on the scene, initial COVID testing was not performed, but after
suspicions were raised Robert tested positive for the SARS-CoV-2 antibody.



After 3 weeks of relatively mild illness, Robert returned to life as usual.  But that
was short-lived.  Approximately 3 weeks after recovering from COVID, the fatigue
returned.   And  this  time,  it  was  accompanied  by  psychological  and  behavioral
changes, enough so, Robert sought professional help.  Symptoms included anxiety,
sadness,  depression,  lack of  motivation and inability  to  concentrate,  as  well  as
“disruptive  behavioral  episodes  with  increased  emotional  reactivity.”  
Unsurprisingly, Robert received the diagnosis of Bipolar II Disorder, and the initial
professional interaction and follow-up therapy sessions were regarded as unhelpful. 
Life was not at all how it should be.  And, sleeping was not at all as it should be.  So,
we find Robert taking melatonin to help him fall and stay asleep.  Aside from that, no
meds were taken, or other therapy initiated, following his initial diagnosis of Bipolar
II Disorder.

Unimproved, and with doubts about the correctness of diagnosis and direction of
therapy, Robert sought a second opinion.  Good call!

At 19 weeks post-COVID, the second opinion would pay off.  Someone put two and
two  together  and  operated  on  the  assumption  that  Robert  was  experiencing
neuropsychiatric issues as an expression of Long COVID.  And that certain someone
knew just what to do.  As a physician, he had heard great things about famotidine
(PEPCID®)—its  ability  to  reduce  neuroinflammation  by  limiting  the  ability  of
histamine to signal to evoke the production of pro-inflammatory factors such as
cytokines—and  suspected  it  could  help  Robert  turn  things  around.   And  a
prescription for famotidine was written.  So, how did it go?

“Famotidine 20 mg twice daily administered orally was begun without any additional
medications. At 1-week follow-up the patient was much improved.  Improvement was
sustained through 12 weeks of follow-up during which the patient continued to take
famotidine without apparent side effects.”  (Alper, 2020)

It looks like Robert got his life back, at least well on his way to becoming his normal
self  again.   And it  only  took  about  4  days  for  remarkable  improvement  to  be
achieved.

“On  follow-up  a  week  later,  the  patient  said  he  felt  ‘much  better’  and  noted
substantial improvement regarding his symptoms of heightened emotional reactivity



and diminished motivation and sustained attention. He estimated the time interval
between starting famotidine and symptomatic improvement at 4 days and described
his state on the fourth day as ‘clear-headed,’ ‘. . . I woke up and got out of bed
without feeling awful. . . .'”  (Alper, 2020)
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DISCLAIMER:  This  article  is  offered  solely  for  informational  purposes.  The
information  contained  therein  and  opinions  expressed  should  be  evaluated  for
accuracy and validity in the context of opposing data, new information, and the
views and recommendations of a qualified health care professional, and not to be
substituted for professional judgment and guidance or to provide a reason to neglect
or delay appropriate medical care for self or for others. It is the reader and reader
only who bears the responsibility for any actions that could be construed as being a
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response to the information presented. The statements and opinions expressed by
the  author  have  not  been  reviewed  or  approved  by  the  FDA or  by  any  other
authoritative body,  nor is  the author endorsing any product or specific  therapy
mentioned. This article and the opinions contained therein are offered to the reader
to broaden his or her understanding of the issues discussed and to help identify
options that may be suitable for the individual to pursue, on behalf of self or others,
under approval and direction of a qualified physician or medical team member. All
questions  of  a  medical  nature  which  arise  from reading  this  article  should  be
directed  at  qualified  health  care  professional.  There  are  no  guarantees  that  a
suggested website  and internal  links are safe to  visit  or  open or  are currently
available.
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